
NEFF V68YYX4C0 Induction Hob With
Built-in Hood

SKU: IT64942

€2,690.00

Specifications

Hob Technical Specifications
Cable length: 110 cm
Power: 7.400 Watt
Noise levels: 69 dB
17 power levels: 9 main levels and 8 intermediate levels
Energy Class: B
Annual Energy Consumption: 57 kWh/year

Hood Technical Specifications
Fully automatic suction function with air quality sensor
Automatic activation of the absorption system when the cooking zone is used
3 suction modes: Minimum 132 m³/h, Maximum 499 m³/h, Intensive 595 m³/h

https://electroline.com.cy/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/V68YYX4C0.pdf


Noise levels: Minimum 42 dB, Maximum 69 dB, Intensive 74 db

Technologies
Flex Induction: Your hob detects and heats your individual cookware
Flex cooking zones: Place your cookware in the flexible zones and start cooking,
the hob instantly recognises their size, shape and position
Extendable frying sensor: Constantly monitors the temperature in your pan to
prevent your food from burning

Hob General Specifications
Light Dialog with two-color display (white/red): See directly on the two-color
display which cooking zone is heating and which function is being used
Pot Boost function for all zones: You can boil water faster thanks to the function
with 50% more energy compared to the highest average level
PowerTransfer: When moving a pot to a different cooking zone, this feature
transfers all previous settings to the new zone at the touch of a button
QuickStart function: When switching on, the hob automatically selects the
cooking zone with cookware (when placed on a zone whilst the hob is off)
ReStart function: In case of unintentional switch-off, this feature restores all
previous settings by switching on the hob again within 4 seconds
Automatic zone selection: When enabled, the cooker automatically selects the
cooking zone in which you place a new cooking pot
Alarm function: Audible warning when the time you have set runs out
Wipe protection function: Allows you to wipe up liquids that have accidentally
spilled on the hob (all touch buttons are deactivated for 30 seconds)
Safety cut out facility: For safety reasons, heating stops after apreset time if not
used (possible to customise)
Home Connect: Remote access and control of the device via a smart app on your
smartphone or tablet
: Direct access to favourite functions with a configurable button
: Keeps dishes hot at a pre-set low power level
Safety lock for children

Hood General Specifications
Clean Air Plus filter - Telescopic air recirculation connector: (included)
Four cleanAir odour filters and the adapter: (included)
Stainless steel grease filters with 12 layers for high grease filtration efficiency of
94%
Stainless steel metal filter suitable for dishwasher washing

Cooking Zones
2 Flex zones: Use cookware of any shape or size anywhere within the 40cm long



zone
Cooking zone front left: 200 mm, 230 mm, 2.2 KW (max. power 3.7 KW)
Cooking zone rear left: 200 mm, 230 mm, 2.2 KW (max. power 3.7 KW)
Cooking zone rear right: 200 mm, 230 mm , 2.2 KW (max power 3.7 KW)
Cooking zone front right: 200 mm, 230 mm, 2.2 KW (max. power 3.7 KW)

Compatible Accessories
Twist Pad Flex Magnetic Switch
NEFF Z9801TWAY0 Twist Pad Flex Magnetic Button, Grey
NEFF Z9801TWBY0 Twist Pad Flex Magnetic Button, Bronze
NEFF Z9801TWDY0 Twist Pad Flex Magnetic Button, Black
NEFF Z9801TWMY0 Twist Pad Flex Magnetic Button, Silver
Flex Design Kit for Hob
NEFF Z9802PFAY0 Flex Design Kit for Hob 52.6 cm, Grey
NEFF Z9802PFBY0 Flex Design Kit for Hob 52.6 cm, Bronze
NEFF Z9802PFDY0 Flex Design Kit for Hob 52.6 cm, Black
NEFF Z9802PFMY0 Flex Design Kit for Hob 52.6 cm, Silver

Dimensions
Product dimensions (WxD): 75x22.3 cm
Built-in dimensions (WxDxH): 75x22.3x49 cm

https://electroline.com.cy/en/products/home-appliances/appliances-accessories/inductive-cooking-utensils/neff-z9801tway0-twist-pad-flex-magnetic-button-grey/
https://electroline.com.cy/en/products/home-appliances/appliances-accessories/inductive-cooking-utensils/neff-z9801twby0-twist-pad-flex-magnetic-button-bronze/
https://electroline.com.cy/en/products/home-appliances/appliances-accessories/inductive-cooking-utensils/neff-z9801twdy0-twist-pad-flex-magnetic-button-black/
https://electroline.com.cy/en/products/home-appliances/appliances-accessories/inductive-cooking-utensils/neff-z9801twmy0-twist-pad-flex-magnetic-button-silver/
https://electroline.com.cy/en/products/home-appliances/appliances-accessories/inductive-cooking-utensils/neff-z9802pfay0-flex-design-kit-for-hob-52-6-cm-grey/
https://electroline.com.cy/en/products/home-appliances/appliances-accessories/inductive-cooking-utensils/neff-z9802pfby0-flex-design-kit-for-hob-52-6-cm-bronze/
https://electroline.com.cy/en/products/home-appliances/appliances-accessories/inductive-cooking-utensils/neff-z9802pfdy0-flex-design-kit-for-hob-52-6-cm-black/
https://electroline.com.cy/en/products/home-appliances/appliances-accessories/inductive-cooking-utensils/neff-z9802pfmy0-flex-design-kit-for-hob-52-6-cm-silver/

